
LEADERSHIP STYLE OF PHIL KNIGHT

In his recent memoir titled 'Shoe Dog', Knight walks us through Nikeâ€™s inception, describes countless personal and
professional trials and tribulations, and brings the story to a close at the companyâ€™s IPO in As Knight created Nike
(Blue Ribbon Sports at the time) with his.

Phil surely faced some hard times from the Japan based company Ontisuka Co. His optimism and courage
persevered the Nike through hard times. I redefined winning, expanded it beyond my original definition of not
losing, of merely staying alive. Nike was born from a research paper Knight wrote at Stanford Business
School in the s. Because, I realized, it wasn't selling. Doing such he believed that people show their true
potential and showcased how laissez faire leadership style can bring best out of employees. In the nineties, the
company found itself at the center of a damaging report on the abysmal working conditions of Asian
sweatshops. In , Blue Ribbon launched its Nike line, named after the Greek goddess of victory. Believe in
what you do. Phil Knight gave employees a feeling that he knew them. It was a reminder that no one was too
important to be mocked. Knight had a few part-time sales representatives working for him across the country.
Nike had worked hard to increase the wages of its factory workers, but was stopped in one country by a top
government official who said that factory workers who earned more than doctors would be bad for the
economy. One of his objectives was to motivate people to think outside the box and challenge the status quo.
People often went out of their way to mock runners. Bowerman made adjustments to those first pairs of
sneakers to better serve serious runners, while Knight sold shoes from the back of a Plymouth station wagon
to local runners. Talented eccentrics made up the early Blue Ribbon team, and they all helped make key
decisions. The first shipment arrived more than a year later. And he created a brand that inspired one of the
greatest logos and slogans of all time. He is quoted as saying management is an art. Indeed, the winning ethos
he absorbed as a competitive athlete seems to have inspired Knight's life as an entrepreneur. Phil Knight
decided that Nike's leaders, who did too much controlling and monitoring, had to change their management
styles. Along the way, he built an organization that anticipated many of the trends that have defined modern
business, from the rise of Asian manufacturing to the power of celebrities to confer credibility on consumer
products. He developed Nike from his passion for running and athletics. This "global legend" is described by
Business Week as "the gold standard against which other CEOs are measured. As Nike was rising to the top of
shoe and sports market, competitors like Keds and Converse colluded and pulled off an obscure law called
American Selling Price Law, this law stated that certain types of shoes manufactured outside USA would
incur significantly higher custom duties. Embrace change, but not for change's sake.


